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Abstract
The present paper is Part 2 in this series of two papers. In Part 1 we
provided an introduction to Multiple Classifier Systems (MCS) with a focus
into the fundamentals: basic nomenclature, key elements, architecture, main
methods, and prevalent theory and framework. Part 1 then overviewed the
application of MCS to the particular field of multimodal biometric person
authentication in the last 25 years, as a prototypical area in which MCS has
resulted in important achievements.
Here in Part 2 we present in more technical detail recent trends and developments in MCS coming from multimodal biometrics that incorporate context information in an adaptive way. These new MCS architectures exploit
input quality measures and pattern-specific particularities that move apart
from general population statistics, resulting in robust multimodal biometric
systems. Similarly as in Part 1, methods here are described in a general way
so they can be applied to other information fusion problems as well. Finally,
we also discuss here open challenges in biometrics in which MCS can play a
key role.
Keywords:
classifier, fusion, biometrics, multimodal, adaptive, context
1. Introduction
The present paper is Part 2 in a series of two papers dedicated to overviewing the field of Multiple Classifier Systems (MCS) in biometrics. In Part 1,
we introduced the fundamentals of MCS [1], including: nomenclature, architecture, and a flexible theoretical framework. We then provided a review of
MCS applied to multimodal biometric person authentication in the last 25
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years [2]. That review was developed using a generic MCS framework and
mathematical notation, with the purpose of facilitating the transfer of MCS
achievements from biometrics to other pattern recognition applications like
video surveillance [3], speech technologies [4], human-computer interaction
[5], data analytics [6], behavioural modelling [7], or recommender systems
[8].
Here in Part 2 we build from Part 1 to overview more recent trends in MCS
applied to biometrics, with a focus in context-based information fusion [9]. In
particular, the main MCS architectures in biometrics that have successfully
exploited context information are based on quality measures [10], or userspecificities [11]. Similarly as in Part 1, the methods here are described in a
general way so they can be applied to other information fusion problems as
well. Additionally, particular implementations of the reported context-based
MCS architectures are described using two paradigms: 1) statistical based on
Bayesian statistics, and 2) discriminative based on Support Vector Machine
classifiers.
We end this series of two papers with a discussion of open challenges in
biometrics. The challenges exposed largely follow the excellent survey and
outlook of the field of biometric person recognition by Jain et al. [2], which
we complement with our personal view, and augment with the way MCS
developments can advance those key challenges in biometrics. With that, we
also hope to provide some light about the future of other pattern recognition
and information fusion areas as well.
The present paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews current
trends in context-based fusion for biometrics, first focusing in user-dependent
fusion, and then in quality-based fusion. In both cases, we first discuss
general architecture and then describe specific fusion algorithm under two
paradigms: statistical (combination approach), and discriminative (classification approach). Section 3 summarizes open challenges in biometrics, and
discusses the role of MCS methods in overcoming those challenges. The paper
ends in Section 4 with some concluding remarks.
2. Trends in biometrics: Context-based MCS
This section is focused on MCS for multimodal biometric authentication,
adapted both to user-specificities and to the input biometric quality. In the
following sections we summarize key related works in these areas.
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Figure 1: General system model of multimodal biometric authentication using score level
fusion including name conventions.

The adaptive MCS schemes for multimodal biometrics are divided into
three classes: 1) user-dependent, 2) quality-based, and 3) user-dependent
and quality-based. Although the last class includes the first two classes as
particular cases, the three classes are introduced sequentially in order to
facilitate the description.
For each class of methods, we first sketch the system model and then
we derive particular implementations by using standard pattern recognition
methods, either based on generative assumptions following Bayesian theory,
or discriminative criteria using Support Vector Machines. These two classes
of implementations aim at minimizing the Bayesian error and the Structural
Risk of the verification task, respectively.
In the rest of the paper we use the following nomenclature and conventions. Given a multimodal biometric verification system consisting of
M different unimodal systems j = 1, . . . , M , each one computes a similarity score s between an input biometric pattern and the enrolled pattern or
model of the given claimant k. The similarity scores s are normalized to
x. Let the normalized similarity scores provided by the different unimodal
systems be combined into a multimodal score x = [x1 , . . . , xM ]T . The design of a fusion scheme consists in the definition of a function f : RM → R,
so as to maximize the separability of client {f (x)|client attempt} and impostor {f (x)|impostor attempt} fused score distributions. This function
may be trained by using labelled training scores (xi , zi ), where zi = {0 =
impostor attempt, 1 = client attempt}.
In Fig. 1 we depict the general system model including all the notations
defined above.
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2.1. User-dependent multimodal biometrics
The idea of exploiting user-specific parameters at the score level in multimodal biometrics was introduced, to the best of our knowledge, by [12]. In
this work, user-independent weighted linear combination of similarity scores
was demonstrated to be improved by using either user-dependent weights
or user-dependent decision thresholds, both of them computed by exhaustive
search on the testing data. The idea of user-dependent fusion parameters was
also explored by [13] using non-biased error estimation procedures. Other attempts to personalized multimodal biometrics include the use of the claimed
identity index as a feature for a global trained fusion scheme based on Neural Networks [14], computing user-dependent weights using lambness metrics
[15], and using personalized Fisher ratios [16].
Toh et al. [17] proposed a taxonomy of score-level fusion approaches for
multi-biometrics. Multimodal fusion approaches were classified as global or
local depending firstly on the fusion function (i.e., user-independent or userdependent fusion strategies) and secondly depending on the decision making process (i.e., user-independent or user-dependent decision thresholds):
global-learning and global-decision (GG), local-learning and global-decision
LG, and similarly GL and LL. Some example works of each group are listed
in Table 2.1.
These local methods (user-dependent fusion or decision) are confronted
with a big challenge: training data scarcity, as the amount of available training data in localized learning is usually not sufficient and representative
enough to guarantee good MCS parameter estimation and generalization
capabilities. To cope with this lack of robustness derived from partial knowledge, the use of robust adaptive learning strategies based on background
information was proposed in related research areas [23]. The idea of exploiting background information and adapt from there the fusion functions of
MCS based on context information was introduced in biometrics by Fierrez et al. [11, 24], and was soon followed by others [25]. In brief, in these
context-based MCS methods, the relative balance between the background
information (from a pool of background users) and the local data (a given
user) is performed as a tradeoff between both kinds of information.
The system model of user-dependent score fusion including the mentioned
adaptation from background information is shown in Fig. 2.
Two selected algorithms implementing the discussed adapted user-dependent
fusion are summarized in the following sections.
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Table 1: Example works on multimodal biometrics based on local and global learning. M denotes the total number of classifiers
combined. Architecture is Global-learning and Global-decision (GG), Local-learning and Global-decision LG, and similarly
GL and LL. Performance gain over the best single classifier is given for IDentification or VERification either as FR@FA pair,
EER or Total Error TE=FR+FA (in %).
Work
Modalities
M Architecture
Gain
Brunelli and Falavigna (1995) [18]
Speaker, face
5
GG
ID:17→2 (TE)
Kittler et al. (1998) [19]
Speaker, face
3
GG
VER:1.4→0.7 (EER)
Hong and Jain (1998) [20]
Face, fingerprint
2
GG
ID:6.9→4.5 (FR@0.1%FA)
Ben-Yacoub et al. (1999) [21]
Speaker, face
3
GG
VER:4→0.5 (EER)
Verlinde et al. (2000) [22]
Speaker, face
3
GG
VER:3.7→0.1 (TE)
Jain and Ross (2002) [12]
Face, fingerprint, hand
3
LG/GL
n/a
Kumar and Zhang (2003) [14]
Face, palmprint
2
LG
VER:3.6→0.8 (EER)
Toh et al. (2004) [17]
Speaker, fingerprint, hand 3
LG/GL/LL
VER: 50% Improvement (EER)
Fierrez et al. (2005) [11]
Signature, finger
2
LG/GL/LL
VER:3.5→0.8 (EER)
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Figure 2: System model of multimodal biometric authentication with adapted userdependent score fusion.

2.1.1. User-dependent MCS: combination approach
Here we outline this algorithm, representative of context-based MCS by
adapting the score fusion function to each user from general background
information. For a more detailed description and experimental evaluation
see [24].
Impostor and client score distributions are modelled as multivariate Gaussians p(x|ω0 ) = N (x|µ0 , σ 20 ) and p(x|ω1 ) = N (x|µ1 , σ 21 ), respectively1 . The
fused score yT of a multimodal test score xT is defined then as follows
yT = f (xT ) = log p(xT |ω1 ) − log p(xT |ω0 ),

(1)

which is known to be a Quadratic Discriminant (QD) function consistent
with Bayes estimate in case of equal impostor and client prior probabilities
[26]. The score distributions are estimated using the available training data
as follows:
G
Global. The training set XG = (xi , zi )N
i=1 includes multimodal scores from
a number of different clients, and ({µG,0 , σ 2G,0 }, {µG,1 , σ 2G,1 }) are estimated by using the standard Maximum Likelihood criterion [27]. The
resulting fusion rule fG (x) is applied globally at the operational stage
regardless of the claimed identity.

Local. A different fusion rule fk,L (x) is obtained for each client k enrolled in
the system by using Maximum Likelihood density estimates
({µk,L,0 , σ 2k,L,0 }, {µk,L,1 , σ 2k,L,1 }) computed from a set of development
scores Xk of the specific client k.
1

We use diagonal covariance matrixes, so σ 2 is shorthand for diag(Σ). Similarly, µ2 is
shorthand for diag(µµ0 ).
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Adapted. The adapted fusion rule fk,A (x) of client k trades off the general
knowledge provided by the user-independent development data XG ,
and the user specificities provided by the user-dependent training set
Xk , through Maximum a Posteriori density estimation [27]. This is
done by adapting the sufficient statistics as follows
µk,A,l = αl µk,L,l + (1 − αl )µG,l ,
(2)
σ 2k,A,l

=

αl (σ 2k,L,l

+

µ2k,L,l )

+ (1 −

αl )(σ 2G,l

+

µ2G,l )

−

µ2j,A,l .

For each class l = {0 = impostor, 1 = client}, a data-dependent adaptation coefficient
αl = Nl /(Nl + r)

(3)

is used, where Nl is the number of local training scores in class l, and
r is a fixed relevance factor.
Note that other statistical models or other techniques for trading-off the
general and local knowledge can be used in a similar way.
2.1.2. User-dependent MCS: classification approach
Similarly as before, we only outline here the main aspects of this contextbased MCS approach, which also adapts the score fusion function to each
user from general background information. This particular implementation
is based on SVM, but the approach is easily extensible to any other binary
classifier. For a detailed description and experimental evaluation see [11].
Without loss of generality, suppose we train a SVM classifier with the
following training set: X = (xi , zi )N
i=1 where N is the number of multimodal
scores in the training set, and zi ∈ {−1, 1} = {Impostor, Client}. We train
the SVM classifier by solving the following quadratic programming problem [28]:


N
P
2
1
(4)
kwk +
Ci ξi
min
2
w,w0 ,ξ1 ,...,ξN

i=1

subject to
zi (hw, Φ(xi )iH + w0 ) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
ξi ≥ 0,
7

i = 1, . . . , N,
i = 1, . . . , N,

(5)

where slack variables ξi are introduced to take into account the eventual
non-separability of Φ(X) and parameter Ci = C is a positive constant that
controls the relative influence of the two competing terms.
The optimization problem in Eqs. (4) and (5) is solved with the Wolfe
dual representation by using the kernel trick [29]:
!
N
N
P
P
αi αj zi zj K(xi , xj )
(6)
max
αi − 12
α1 ,...,αN

i=1

i,j=1

subject to
0 ≤ αi ≤ Ci ,
N
P
αi zi = 0

i = 1, . . . , N
(7)

i=1

where the kernel function K(xi , xj ) = hΦ(xi ), Φ(xj )iH is introduced to avoid
direct manipulation of the elements of H. Typical kernel functions include
radial basis functions

K(xi , xj ) = exp kxi − xj k2 /2σ 2 ,

(8)

K(xi , xj ) = xTi xj .

(9)

and linear kernels

resulting in complex and linear separating surfaces between client and impostor distributions, respectively.
The fused score yT of a multimodal test pattern xT is defined as follows:
yT = f (xT ) = hw∗ , Φ(xT )iH + w0∗ ,

(10)

which is a signed distance measure from xT to the separating surface given
by the solution of the SVM problem. Applying the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
(KKT) conditions to the problem in Eqs. (4) and (5), yT can be shown to be
equivalent to the following sparse expression
X
yT = f (xT ) =
αi∗ yi K(xi , xT ) + w0∗ ,
(11)
i∈SV
∗
where (w∗ , w0∗ ) is the optimal hyperplane, (α1∗ , . . . , αN
) is the solution to the
∗
problem in Eqs. (6) and (7), and SV = {i|αi > 0} indexes the set of support
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vectors. The bias parameter w0∗ is obtained from the solution to the problem
in Eqs. (6) and (7) by using the KKT conditions [29].
As a result, the training procedure in Eqs. (6) and (7) and the testing
strategy in Eq. (11) are obtained for the problem of multimodal fusion.
G
Global. The training set XG = (xi , zi )N
i=1 includes multimodal scores from a
number of different clients and the resulting fusion rule fG (x) is applied
globally at the operational stage regardless of the claimed identity.

Local. A different fusion rule fk,L (x) is obtained for each client enrolled in
the system k by using development scores Xk of the specific client k.
At the operational stage, the fusion rule fk,L (x) of the claimed identity
k is applied.
Adapted. This scheme trades off the general knowledge provided by a userindependent training set XG , and the user specificities provided by a
user-dependent training set Xk . To obtain the adapted fusion rule,
fk,A (x), for user k, we compute both the global fusion rule, fG (x), and
the local fusion rule, fk,L (x), as described above, and finally combine
them as follows:
fk,A (x) = αfk,L (x) + (1 − α)fG (x),

(12)

where α is a trade-off parameter. This can be seen as a user-dependent
fusion scheme adapted from user-independent information. The idea
can also be extended easily to trained fusion schemes based on other
classifiers. Worth noting, sequential algorithms to solve the SVM optimization problem in Eqs. (4) and (5) have been already proposed
[30], and can be used to extend the proposed idea, first constructing
the user-independent solution and then refining it by incorporating the
local data.
2.1.3. User-dependent decision
The system model of user-dependent decision is shown in Fig. 3. Once
a fused similarity score has been obtained by using either a global, local or
an adapted fusion method, the score is compared to a decision threshold in
order to accept or reject the identity claim. This decision making process,
also subject to training, can also be made globally, locally, or can be adapted
from global to local information. For this purpose, the methods presented
9
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Figure 3: System model of multimodal biometric authentication with adapted userdependent decision.

in Sects. 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 can be directly applied exchanging the input multimodal scores x for fused scores y.
2.2. Quality-based multimodal biometrics
The 21st century began with a growing interest in studying the effects
of signal quality on the performance of biometric systems [31, 32, 33]. As a
result, it was shown in several works that the performance of an unimodal
system can drop significantly under noisy conditions [34]. Multimodal systems have been demonstrated to overcome this challenge to some extent by
combining the evidences provided by a number of different traits. This idea
can be extended by explicitly considering quality measures of the input biometric signals and weighting the various pieces of evidence based on this
quality information. Following this idea, various quality-based multimodal
authentication schemes were proposed and studied since mid 2000s [10].
Quality measures of the input biometric signals can be used for adapting
the different modules of a multimodal authentication system [34]. Here we
concentrate in quality-based score fusion. The system model of quality-based
score fusion is shown in Fig. 4.
Bigun et al. [35] studied the problem of multimodal biometric authentication by using Bayesian statistics. The result was an Expert Conciliation
scheme including weighting factors not only for the accuracy of the experts
but also for the confidence of the experts on the particular input samples.
Experiments were provided by combining face and voice modalities. The idea
of relating the confidence value to quality measures of the input biometric
signals was nevertheless not developed.
The concept of confidence measure of matching scores was also studied by
[36]. In that work Bengio et al. demonstrated that the confidence of matching
10
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Figure 4: System model of multimodal biometric authentication with quality-based score
fusion.

scores can help in the fusion process. In particular, they tested confidence
measures based on: 1) Gaussian assumptions on the score distributions, 2)
the adequacy of the trained biometric models to explain the input data, and
3) resampling techniques on the set of test scores. This research line was
further developed by Poh and Bengio [37], who devised confidence measures
based on the margin between impostor and client score distributions.
Chatzis et al. [38] evaluated a number of fusion schemes based on clustering strategies. In this case quality measures obtained directly from the
input biometric signals were used to fuzzify the scores provided by the different systems. They demonstrated that fuzzy versions of k-means and Vector
Quantization including the quality measures outperformed slightly, and not
in all cases, the standard non-fuzzy clustering methods. This work is, to
the best of our knowledge, the first one reporting results of quality-based fusion. One limitation in the experimental setup of this work was the reduced
number of individuals used, only 37.
Another work in quality-based fusion without the success of previous
methods was reported by Toh et al. [39], who developed a score fusion
scheme based on polynomial functions. Quality measures were introduced in
the optimization problem for training the polynomials as weights in the regularization term. Unexpectedly, no performance improvements were obtained
by including the quality measures. One inconvenience of this work was the
use of a chimeric multimodal database combining the data from 3 different
face, voice and fingerprint databases.
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2.2.1. Quality-based MCS: combination approach
One straightforward way to incorporate the input biometric quality to
the score fusion approach is by including weights in simple combination approaches. In the case of the weighted average presented in Part 1 Eq. (10),
this can be achieved by using wj = qj in order to obtain the following qualitybased score fusion function
y=

M
X

q j xj ,

(13)

j=1

where qj is a quality measure of the score xj . This score quality should
be ideally related to the confidence of the system j in providing a reliable
matching score for the particular biometric signal being tested [40, 41]. The
score quality proposed and used in [10] is as follows:
q=

p
Q · Qclaim ,

(14)

where Q and Qclaim are the input biometric quality and the average quality of
the biometric signals used for enrollment, respectively. The two quality measures Q and Qclaim are supposed to be in the range [0, 1] where 0 corresponds
to the poorest quality, and 1 corresponds to the highest quality.
Other definitions of score quality found in the literature include [34]:
q = (Q + Qclaim )/2, q = min{Q, Qclaim }, etc.
Preliminaries.. The nomenclature and conventions summarized in Fig. 1 are
extended here:
xij Similarity score i delivered by system j
vij Variance of xij as estimated by system j
zi The true label corresponding to score i
ζij The error score ζij = zi − xij
With respect to the previous cases developed in this paper, note that here
we introduce the variance vij of the input scores xij . The true labels zi can
take only two numerical values corresponding to “Impostor” and “Client”. If
xij is between 0 and 1 then these values are chosen to be 0 and 1, respectively.
The fusion function is trained on shots i ∈ 1 . . . N (i.e. xij and zi are known
for i ∈ 1 . . . N ) and we consider the trial N + 1 as a test shot on the working
multimodal system (i.e. x(N +1)j is known, but zN +1 is not known).
12

Statistical Model. The model for combining the different systems (here also
called machine experts) is based on Bayesian statistics and the assumption
of normal distributed expert errors, i.e. ζij is considered to be a sample of
a normally distributed random variable. It has been shown experimentally
[35] that this assumption does not strictly hold for common audio- and videobased biometric machine experts, but it is shown that it holds reasonably well
when client and impostor distributions are considered separately. Taking
this result into account, two different fusion functions are constructed, one
of them based on genuine scores
C = {xij , vij |1 ≤ i ≤ N and zi = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ M },

(15)

while the other is based on impostor scores
I = {xij , vij |1 ≤ i ≤ N and zi = 0, 1 ≤ j ≤ M }.

(16)

The two fusion functions will be referred to as client function and impostor
function respectively.
The client function estimates the expected true label of an input claim
based on its expertise on recognizing client data. More formally, it computes
MC00 = E [ZN +1 |C, xN +1,j ]. Similarly, the impostor function computes MI00 =
E [ZN +1 |I, xN +1,j ]. The conciliated overall score M 00 takes into account the
different expertise of the two fusion functions and chooses the one which
came closest to its goal, i.e. 0 for the impostor function and 1 for the client
function:
 00
MC if |1 − MC00 | − |0 − MI00 | < 0
00
.
(17)
M =
MI00 otherwise
Based on the normality assumption of the errors, the fusion training and
testing algorithm described in [35] is obtained, see [42] for further background and details. In the following paragraphs we summarize the resulting
algorithm in the two cases where it can be applied.
Bayesian simplified quality-based score fusion. When only the similarity scores
xij are available, the following simplified fusion function is obtained by using
vij = 1:
Training. Estimate the bias parameters of each system. The bias parameters for the client function are
αCj
1X
ζij and VCj =
,
(18)
MCj =
nC i
nC
13

where i indexes the training set C, nC is the number of training samples
in C and

!2 
X
X
1
1 
αCj =
ζij2 −
ζij  .
(19)
nC − 3
n
C
i
i
Similarly MIj and VIj are obtained for the impostor function.
Authentication. At this step, both fusion functions are operational, so
that the time instant is N + 1 and the fusion functions have access
to the similarity scores xN +1,j but not to the true label zN +1 . First
the client and impostor functions are calibrated according to their past
performance, yielding (for the client function)
0
MCj
= xn+1,j + MCj and VCj0 = (nC + 1)VCj ,

(20)

and then the different calibrated systems are combined according to
M
P

MC00 =

j=1
M
P
j=1

0
MCj
0
VCj

.

(21)

1
0
VCj

Similarly, MI0 , VI0 and MI00 are obtained. The final fused output is
obtained according to Eq. (17).
The algorithm described above has been successfully applied in [43] in a
multimodal authentication system combining face and speech data. Verification performance improvements of almost an order magnitude were reported
as compared to the best modality.
Bayesian quality-based score fusion. When not only the scores but also the
score variances are available, the following algorithm is obtained:
Training. Estimate the bias parameters. For the client function
P ζij
i σ2
1
and
VCi = P 1 ,
MCj = P 1ij
2
i σij

2
i σij

14

(22)

where the training set C is used. The variances σij2 are estimated
through σ̄ij2 = vij · αCj , where

αCj =

1 
nC − 3

2
X ζij
i

vij

−

X ζij
i

vij

!2

X 1
vij

!−1 
.

(23)

i

Similarly MIj and VIj are obtained for the impostor function.
Authentication. First we calibrate the systems according to their past performance, for the client function
0
MCj
= xN +1,j + MCj and VCj0 = vN +1,j αCj + VCj ,

(24)

and then the different calibrated systems are combined according to
Eq. (21). Similarly, MI0 , VI0 and MI00 are obtained. The final fused
score is obtained according to Eq. (17). This combined output can be
expressed in the form of Eq. (11) from Part 1.
The algorithm described above has been successfully applied not only in
biometrics where it was originated [44], but also in other unrelated fields like
risk assessment of aircraft accidents [42].
The variance vij of the score xij concerns a particular authentication assessment. It is not a general reliability measure for the system itself, but
a certainty measure based on the performance of the system and the data
being assessed. Typically the variance of the score is chosen as the width of
the range in which one can place the score when considering human opinions.
Because such intervals can be conveniently provided by a human expert, the
algorithm presented here constitutes a systematic way of combining human
and machine expertise in MCS applications. An example of such an application is forensic reporting using biometric evidences, where machine expert
approaches are increasingly being used [45] and human opinions must be
taken into consideration.
The context-based MCS approach summarized here calculates vij as a
function of quality measures computed on the input biometric signals (see
Fig. 4). This implies taking into account Eq. (24) right, that the trained fusion function adapts the weights of the experts using the input signal quality.
For that purpose the quality qij of the score xij is defined as:
15

qij =

p
Qij · Qclaim,j ,

(25)

where Qij and Qclaim,j are the quality label of the biometric trait j in trial
i and the average quality of the biometric signals used by the system j for
modelling the claimed identity respectively. The two quality labels Qij and
Qclaim,j are supposed to be in the range [0, Qmax ] with Qmax > 1, where
0 corresponds to the poorest quality, 1 corresponds to normal quality and
Qmax corresponds to the highest quality. Finally, the variance parameter is
calculated according to
1
(26)
vij = 2 .
qij
Experimental evaluation of this quality-based fusion approach can be
found in [44, 42].
2.2.2. Quality-based MCS: classification approach
Instead of assuming particular statical models on the genuine and impostor score distributions like in previous section, here we exemplify a qualitybased score fusion approach based on any binary classifier. Without loss of
generality, we sketch the approach considering SVM classifiers [10].
Let q = [q1 , . . . , qM ]T denote the quality vector of the multimodal similarity score x = [x1 , . . . , xM ]T , where qj is a scalar quality measure corresponding to the similarity score xj with j = 1, . . . , M being M the number
of modalities. As in the case of the Bayesian quality-based fusion algorithm,
the quality values qj are computed as follows:
qj =

p
Qj · Qclaim,j ,

(27)

where Qj and Qclaim,j are the quality measure of the sensed signal for biometric trait j, and the average signal quality of the biometric signals used
by unimodal system j for modelling the claimed identity, respectively. The
two quality labels Qj and Qclaim,j are supposed to be in the range [0, Qmax ]
with Qmax > 1, where 0 corresponds to the poorest quality, 1 corresponds to
standard quality, and Qmax corresponds to the highest quality.
The score-level fusion scheme based on SVM classifiers and quality measures proposed in [10] is as follows:
Training. An initial fusion function:
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fSVM : RM → R, fSVM (xT ) = hw, Φ(xT )i + w0

(28)

is trained by solving the problem:

min

w,w0 ,ξ1 ,...,ξN

2

1
2

kwk +

N
P


Ci ξi

(29)

i=1

subject to

yi (hw, Φ(xi )iH + w0 ) ≥ 1 − ξi , i = 1, . . . , N,
ξi ≥ 0,
i = 1, . . . , N,

(30)
(31)

as described in Sect. 2.1.2, but using as cost weights
QM

j=1 qi,j
QM
max

Ci = C

!α 1
,

(32)

where qi,j , j = 1, . . . , M are the components of the quality vector qi associated with training sample (xi , zi ), zi ∈ {−1, 1} = {Impostor, Client},
and C is a positive constant. As a result, the higher the overall quality of a multimodal training score the higher its contribution to the
computation of the initial fusion function. Additionally, M SVMs of
dimension M − 1 (SVM1 to SVMM ) are trained leaving out traits 1 to
M respectively. Similarly to Eq. (32)
Q

r6=j qi,r
(M −1)
Qmax

Ci = C

!α1
,

(33)

for SVMj with j = 1, . . . , M .
Authentication. Let the sensed multimodal biometric sample generate a
quality vector qT = [qT,1 , . . . , qT,M ]T . Re-index the individual traits in
order to have qT,1 ≤ qT,2 ≤ . . . ≤ qT,M . A multimodal similarity score
xT = [xT,1 , . . . , xT,M ]0 is then generated. The combined quality-based
similarity score is computed as follows:
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Figure 5: System model of multimodal biometric authentication with user-dependent and
quality-based score fusion.

fSVMQ (xT ) = β1

M
−1
X
j=1

βj
PM −1
r=1

(j)

βr

fSVMj (xT ) + (1 − β1 )fSVM (xT ), (34)

(j)

where xT = [xT,1 , . . . , xT,j−1 , xT,j+1 , . . . , xT,M ]T and

βj =

qT,M − qT,j
Qmax

α2
, j = 1, . . . , M − 1.

(35)

As a result, the adapted fusion function in Eq. (34) is a quality-based
trade-off between not using and using low quality traits.
2.3. User-dependent and quality-based multimodal biometrics
Finally, we may combine previous strategies to derive fusion systems
adapted both to the user at hand and to the input biometric quality, as
shown in Fig. 5.
Practical implementations of this scheme can be obtained by combining
some of the procedures described previously in the present paper. One possibility is to use Bayesian user-dependent score fusion plus discriminative
quality-based adaptation.
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3. Challenges in biometrics: Role of MCS
In the present section, similarly as in the excellent exposition by Jain et
al. [2], we discuss main challenges in biometrics, adapting their discussion
based on our personal view, and commenting how new MCS developments
may play a role in overcoming those challenges.
Note that biometrics person recognition shares architectures, methods,
issues, and challenges with almost any other pattern recognition application.
Therefore, the challenges exposed here have a parallel in other research areas, and may provide some light on the future of other pattern recognition
applications as well.
Challenge 0: Better understanding about the nature of biometrics (distinctiveness and permanence). Current knowledge about the nature of the variety of biometric modalities useful for person recognition is quite limited
[2]. Although practical systems based on fingerprint or face recognition can
satisfy certain applications, a better understanding of factors like their intrinsic distinctive capacity [46, 47], or their permanence [48, 49], will open
the way to new improved recognition, and will rationalize the application
of such technologies depending on the scenario of application and potential
population of use [50].
There have been some advances in these areas, but still much work is necessary to fully understand the nature of biometrics for person authentication.
Towards this objective, MCS approaches can be instrumental for analyzing the increasing amount of multimodal biometric data available nowadays
[51, 52]. MCS methods can be quite helpful to analyze those data as they
permit to simultaneously analyse and model complex yet structured relations
on heterogenous data [53], which is the case in biometrics, e.g.: the different
representation levels existing in fingerprint [54, 55], or speech [56, 57].
Challenge 1: Design of robust algorithms (representation and matching) from
uncooperative users in unconstrained and varying scenarios. This challenge
has been the main focus of research in biometrics during the last 50 years
[2], and still the desirable performance level for many biometric applications
in realistic scenarios is not yet satisfactory. There are a myriad of pattern
representation schemes and matching procedures depending on the biometric
modality (e.g., face image vs speech time-sequences) and acquisition scenario
(e.g., controlled vs latent fingerprints), and one can find in the vast and growing literature representation and matching methods specifically adjusted for
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many practical applications. Most of these approaches are variants of successful representation and matching techniques coming from other research
areas like image and signal processing, speech analysis, or computer vision,
e.g., LBP or SIFT features [58].
As developed in Part 1 in our review of MCS applied to multimodal biometrics, combining various of such representation-matching schemes provide
significant benefits, not only when one has multiple evidences to combine
[59], but also when one has only one biometric evidence but wants to be
robust against degraded or varying conditions by combining various representation schemes [60]. The success of such MCS schemes is related to the
diversity of classifiers being combined, a topic attracting much attention in
the MCS community [61, 8].
MCS strategies in previous paragraph supposed that there are various
classifiers available to be combined, but one can also generate multiple base
classifiers, e.g., the highly successful AdaBoost approach in the Viola-Jones
cascade MCS [62]. These MCS approaches are specially useful when patterns to be recognized are difficult to be represented, or vary in time due
to its intrinsic nature or environmental changes. An adaptive generation of
multiple base classifiers, and adaptive fusion schemes, like AdaBoost, may
track and adapt well under those unconstrained and varying conditions. This
topic of adaptive pattern recognition is also source of interesting research in
MCS under multiple names like concept drift [63, 64]. Advances in adaptive
MCS can be instrumental for the future of this Challenge 1. In addition to
such adaptive schemes, a better understanding of such unconstrained scenarios through benchmarks and public databases is also of outmost importance
[65, 66].
On the other hand, in the last 5 years or so we have witnesses the triumph
of data-agnostic (i.e., without any explicit representation) end-to-end machine learning approaches such as deep neural networks that, given enough
representative training data, can generate very robust classifiers for many
problems in unconstrained scenarios with highly varying conditions, e.g.,
face [67] or speaker recognition [68].
MCS methods exploiting deep learning [69], and new deep learning strategies exploiting and considering both existing classifiers (a common case in
biometric applications) and contextual information [70] are also very promising lines for advancing in this area.
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Challenge 2: Integration with end applications. Most traditional and widely
deployed biometric solutions for person recognition are designed for access
control or forensic scenarios. One important challenge in biometrics is how
to properly integrate biometrics technologies in other application scenarios
like mobile authentication [71, 72], video surveillance [3], forensics [73], largescale ID [74], cloud biometrics or ubiquitous biometrics [75].
Depending on the scenario at hand, the traditional biometric technologies
will need to be adapted, or perhaps designed again in order to satisfy new
application requirements. In this case adaptive MCS techniques incorporating context information, like the ones described here in Section 2, can be
quite useful.
Challenge 3: Understanding and improving the usability. As mentioned in
Challenge 2, the number and variety of biometric applications for person
recognition is ever growing, and some of them are strongly dependent on
an adequate interaction between the user and the biometric sensor, e.g., in
mobile authentication [71].
We currently lack a good understanding of how the people naturally interact with some biometric sensors, and in which conditions the authentication
mechanisms generated with biometric technology perform best. There has
been some research in the past to analyze those factors between the user
and the biometric sensor in general [76], including specific models to analyze
and exploit the interaction between the user and the biometric sensor [77].
More recently, we can see some targeted studies towards understanding the
interaction between users and technology for key biometric end applications
like border control [78], or smartphone unlock [79].
Similar to Challenge 0, MCS approaches can be exploited here as a tool for
analyzing multiple sources of heterogenous data [53], complex yet structured,
as is the case of human-biometric sensor interaction data [77].
Challenge 4: Understanding and improving the security. Pattern recognition
applications based on biometrics are usually intended for securing information or control the access to services or places [2]. Note this is not the only
usage possible, as biometric technologies may be also used to analyze personal data towards other objectives, like behaviour analysis [80] or medical
diagnosis [81].
When biometrics are used for security applications, one may want to know
the level of security provided by the application at hand, given a set of operational conditions. This question has been already addressed in the general
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information security community, where various international standards have
been generated under the umbrella of Common Criteria (ISO/IEC 15408)
since 1990 [82]. That standardization effort includes some specific developments for biometric systems [83]. The basic idea behind those standards is to
measure quantitatively the effort required for potential attackers to bypass
the protection provided by biometrics, and the impact of such attacks.
These ideas have generated much research in biometrics towards understanding possible attacks [84], and the generation of protection methods
against attacks [85]. When MCS approaches are applied to biometrics, specific vulnerabilities appear [86], and protection methods can be generated by
exploiting specific MCS fusion strategies [87].
The topic of security against attackers seeking illicit access is related to
the privacy protection of users, and in particular their biometric templates.
Securing such templates against potential identity theft has also generated
much research activity in the last decade [88]. There are some recent developments in this area exploiting advances in cryptography like homomorphic
encryption [89], but still there are no general satisfactory solutions for generating secure biometric templates at the same time 1) non-invertible, 2)
non-linkable, and 3) with high discrimination [2]. Current trends for better
protecting templates containing multiple biometric data are usually based on
advanced cryptographic constructions and the principles of MCS described
in Part 1 [90].
4. Conclusions
The present paper is the Part 2 in a series of two papers. In Part 1
we first provided a brief introduction to Multiple Classifier Systems (MCS)
including basic nomenclature, architecture, and key elements [1]. Our main
focus there was into the fundamentals of MCS, providing pointers for detailed
descriptions of MCS algorithms.
Part 1 then overviewed the application of MCS to the particular field of
multimodal biometric person authentication in the last 25 years [2], including
general descriptions of main MCS elements, methods, and algorithms generated in the biometrics field. The presentation there was general with a generic
mathematical formulation, in order to facilitate the export of experiences and
methods to other information fusion problems, e.g.: video surveillance [3],
speech technologies [4], biomedical applications [91], human-computer interaction [5], data analytics [6], behavioural modelling [7], or recommender
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systems [8].
Part 1 was intended for the non-expert in MCS, or any other reader
interested in overviewing the field of multimodal biometrics. Here in Part 2
we provide more advanced material intended for researchers knowledgeable
already in MCS and multimodal biometrics, readers that completed Part 1,
and any other researcher seeking ideas and prospects about the future of
biometrics that can be parallel to other pattern recognition areas as well.
We began this Part 2 describing in technical detail recent trends and
developments in MCS from multimodal biometrics that incorporate context
information in an adaptive way, using the framework and mathematical tools
introduced in Part 1. These new MCS architectures exploit input quality measures [10] and pattern-specific particularities that move apart from
general population statistics [11], resulting in robust multimodal biometric
systems.
Similarly as in Part 1, methods here in Part 2 were introduced in a general way so they can be applied to other information fusion problems as
well. In related works such as [9], one can find an excellent treatment of
general context-based information fusion, in which there are indications on
how to apply the methods and specific algorithms developed here to other
information fusion architectures.
Finally, we have discussed open challenges in biometrics in which MCS
may play a key role: 0) limited knowledge about the nature of biometrics (in
terms of distinctiveness and permanence for different populations), 1) design
of robust algorithms (representation and matching) from uncooperative users
in unconstrained and varying scenarios, 2) integration with end applications,
3) understanding and improving the usability, and 4) understanding and
improving the security.
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